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Day God Made You
Rory Feek
Cuddle up with your children to discover how God delighted 
over each detail of their lives and personalities as He created 
them with purpose and love—from the shape of their eyes 
and the sound of their laughter to their tears, gifts, and hopes 
for the future.  Ages 2-4.
8x8” Board Book ..................................................................12.95

Peek-a-Boo Prayers
Introduce little hearts to the concept of prayer with peek-a-boo 
flaps, each with a simple prayer celebrating God’s love, which chil-
dren can lift to discover a promise from God’s Word.  Ages 2-4.
7x7” Board Book ....................................................................... 17.95

Learn Your Letters
Beginner’s Bible
This wipe-clean book lets little ones practice writing letters 
as it teaches simple biblical concepts with artwork from 
The Beginner’s Bible.   Ages 4-6.
9.5x9.5” Board Book ........................................................12.95

Merchant and the Thief
Ravi Zacharias
An ancient folktale from India comes alive with vivid 
art!   When a poor fruit-seller decides to steal a jeweler’s 
riches, he learns the truth about contentment, coveting, 
and forgiveness—and discovers the greatest treasure of 
God’s love. Ages 4-7.
8.75x11” Softcover ............................................................ 13.95

My Illustrated Bible for Beginning Readers
30 classic Bible stories that children can read all by them-
selves, with charming illustrations and easy-to-understand 
language.   Ages 5-7.
I Can Read Level 1.  7.5x8” Hardcover .......................20.95
Very Beary Stories
Stan & Jan Berenstain with Mike Berenstain
This 3-in-1 collection of I Can Read Level 1 stories from 
the Berenstain Bears will delight emergent readers while 
teaching life lessons.  Includes Play a Fair Game, Respect 
Each Other, and Get the Job Done.  Ages 5-7.
I Can Read/Berenstain Bears. 6x9” Hardcover ........12.95

Jem & the Mystery Thief
Jem Digs Up Trouble
Susan K. Marlow
A silver dollar goes missing and Jem gets the blame.  Will 
Jem find gold on a prospecting trip into the mountains?  
There’s plenty of adventure and life lessons for 7-year-old 
Jem and his dog in these early chapter books for boys set 
during the California gold rush.  Ages 6-9. 
Goldtown Beginnings #3&4 ................................. 7.95 each
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3Unbridled Faith Devotions for Young Readers

Cara Whitney
With Scriptures and full-color photos from the author’s horse farm, 
these devotions offer young horse lovers an opportunity to grow 
in their faith through lessons from one of God’s most glorious 
creatures.  Ages 8-12.  
6x8” Hardcover ............................................................20.95

Junior &
 Youth

Jones & Parker Detective Agency
Something mysterious is going on in Odyssey and 
kid detectives Emily and Matthew are on the case!  
12 re-released episodes.  Ages 8-12. 
4 CDs, 4 hours ......................................................... 34.00

Degrees of Kelvin: Good News for the Galaxy & Beyond!
This popular graphic novel from Clubhouse magazine entertains kids 
while helping them share their faith.  In a sci-fi parallel to the book 
of Acts, Kelvin, who lives on a mining platform in space, tells Laney 
and an alien named Nixblatt about Jesus.  Ages 8-12.
6.5x10” Softcover ..................................................................................13.95

Incredible Worlds of Wally McDoogle series
Bill Myers 
In these wacky stories with new illustrations throughout, 12-year-old Wally 
only stops being outrageous to learn about God & friendship.  Ages 8-12. 

5. My Life as Dinosaur Dental Floss
6. My Life as a Torpedo Test Target  

5.5x7.5” Softcovers .............................................................................10.95 each

Accomplice
John Grisham
When Theo’s friend Woody is arrested, can Theo help prove his 
innocence in an unforgiving system?  Ages 8-12. 
Theodore Boone #7.  Now in Softcover! ............................11.95

Red Rock Mysteries series
Jerry B. Jenkins & Chris Fabry
The Timberline twins, Bryce and Ashley, are ATV-riding tweens 
from Colorado who unearth action-packed mystery as they grow 
their faith.  New covers!  Ages 8-12.   

1.Haunted Waters 3.Missing Pieces 5.Grave Shadows
2.Stolen Secrets 4.Wild Rescue 6.Phantom Writer

5x7” Softcovers ......................................................................9.95 each

Arkful of Animal Jokes for Kids
500 jokes, funny stories, riddles, and one-liners fea-
turing everything from the alligators to the zebras on 
Noah’s ark.  Ages 8-12.
4.25x7” Softcover .............................6.95

Nightlight
Bond with your kids over the truths of God’s Word with 
365 just-right-sized, perfect-for-bedtime devotions, each 
with a Scripture, short devotional reading, and prayer 
starter.  Cover glows in the dark!   Ages 5-8.
3-Minute Devotions series. 4.25x6” Softcover ......13.95

Peasant’s Dream
Melanie Dickerson
In this reverse Cinderella story, Frederick, a poor farmer’s son who dreams 
of using his talent as a woodcarver to make a better life for himself, falls 
in love with the Duke of Hagenheim’s daughter, Adela, and must fight 
for a chance to win her heart.  Ages 13 and up.
5.5x8.5” Hardcover ........................................................23.95
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Colors of Truth
Tamera Alexander
Catriona and her young sister make the journey from Ireland 
to America, searching for their brother Ryan at the site of the 
catastrophic Battle of Franklin.  Secret Service operative Wade is 
on the hunt for counterfeiters, and is slow to believe evidence 
pointing to Catriona because his heart is swiftly becoming hers.
Carnton #2 ................................................................................. 21.95

If I Were You
Lynn Austin
In the wake of WWII, widowed war bride Audrey comes to America for 
her in-laws’ support, only to discover her longtime friend Eve has been 
impersonating her. Ten years prior, the two friends fought against the 
Nazi invasion in London as ambulance drivers.  But a devastating loss 
forced both to make life-altering decisions that began a web of lies, 
challenging their faith and friendship.
Author of Legacy of Mercy ..................................21.95

Secrets of My Heart
Tracie Peterson
As Nancy sorts through the shady business schemes of 
her deceased husband, her childhood friend Seth offers to 
help.  When a mutual attraction creates complications, can 
Seth be honest?  And can Nancy bear another betrayal?
Way of Love
As Faith finishes her studies as a doctor, she tends the 
wounds of a riverboat captain, Andrew, who has been 
injured defending a Native. When she speaks out against 
Oregon’s racist laws, will it bring her heart’s desires to light?
Willamette Brides #1 & 2 ...............................21.95 each

Beautiful Arrangement
Beth Wiseman

Lydia and Samuel weren’t planning to get married, but “did the right 
thing” and wed after finding Lydia was with child at seventeen.  Now, 
they’ve fallen into a mundane routine that includes love for their daughter 
but not each other.  Can they find romance?
Amish Journey #3 ........................................  19.95

Farm Stand
Amy Clipston
Bishop’s daughter Salina feels the pressure to be the 
perfect daughter, but Josiah, their choice for her to 
marry, just doesn’t warm her heart.  As she supplies 
produce for Mennonite chef Will’s restaurant, they 
begin to fall in love.  Will they follow their hearts?
Amish Marketplace #2 ..................................... 19.95

Amish Generations
Kathleen Fuller
Love comes at all times and for all ages in these four sweet and 
funny Amish love stories, spanning four different generations.
Amish Novellas series ....................................................... 19.95

Englisch Daughter
Cindy Woodsmall & Erin Woodsmall
Amish wife and mother Jemima has put her marriage and family 
ahead of her own dreams for years.  But then she finds out that her life 
savings is gone—and her husband, Roy, has been hiding a child with 
another woman. Will she be able to listen to God and love Roy’s child? 
Author of Gathering the Threads ..................................................21.95
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Blessing to Cherish
Lauraine Snelling
After several years of widowhood and hardship, Ingeborg focuses 
on the good she’s been given—the friendship and support of her 
community in Blessing, North Dakota. While she watches her wid-
owed stepson fall in love once again,  one of her dearest friendships 
is changing, and she will have to decide if her settled life is worth 
more to her than a future she hardly dares to imagine.

Author of Song of Joy ......................................................21.95

Veiled in Smoke
Jocelyn Green
As Chicago’s Great Fire steals away their bookshop, Meg and Sylvie make 
a harrowing escape with the help of reporter Nate Pierce.  When they 
learn their father has been committed to an asylum after being accused 
of murder, can Meg prove his innocence before he’s truly driven mad?
Windy City Saga #1 .................................................................................... 21.95

Unyielding Hope
Janette Oke & Laurel Oke Logan
Lillian rushes to a reunion after discovering the sister she 
believed dead is likely alive. But Grace is not at all what Lillian 
expected. Can Lillian set aside her own plans and join her 
sister in an adventure that will surely change them both? 
When Hope Calls #1 ..........................................................22.95

At Love’s Command
Karen Witemeyer
Ex-cavalry officer Matthew Hanger leads a band of mercenaries who de-
fend the innocent, but when a rustler’s bullet leaves one of them at death’s 
door, they seek out help from Dr. Josephine Burkett. When Josephine’s 
brother is abducted and she is caught in the crossfire, Matthew may have 
to sacrifice everything—even his team—to save her.
Hanger’s Horsemen #1 .............................................................................. 21.95

Gilded Lady
Elizabeth Camden
Caroline Delacroix is at the pinnacle of Washington high society in her 
role as secretary to the first lady of the United States. But unless she can 
untangle a web of foreign espionage, her brother faces execution for 
treason.  Nathaniel, head of the president’s Secret Service, is immediately 
suspicious of Caroline, despite his overwhelming attraction to her.
Hope & Glory #2 .......................................................................................... 20.95

Love’s Mountain Quest
Misty M. Beller
After her five-year-old son goes missing, young widow Jo-
anna enlists the help of Isaac—a quiet mountain man with 
a strong suspicion of who’s behind the kinapping.  As they 
battle the elements, a tentative trust grows between them. 
But can it withstand the coming confrontation?
Hearts of Montana #2 .......................................................20.95

Bride of Convenience
Jody Hedlund
When mountain miners’ Pastor Abe discovers an aban-
doned baby during a visit to Victoria, he joins efforts 
with Zoe, a newly-arrived bride-ship woman, to care for 
the infant.  After a hasty wedding, they soon realize the 
marriage is not so convenient after all.
Bride Ships #3 ...................................................................20.95
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Best We’ve Been
Beth K. Vogt
Discovering that her fiancé was cheating on her only convinces 
Johanna it’s best to maintain control and protect her heart. As a 
fragile friendship forms with her sisters Jillian and Payton, Johanna 
reveals she has the one thing Jillians wants most—and Johanna 
doesn’t want it.  As Johanna wrestles with a choice that will change 
her life, the sisters must decide what it means to be family.
Thatcher Sisters #3 ........................................................................21.95

Being Known
Robin Jones Gunn
When her mom passed, Jennalyn was in the midst of moving, having 
a baby, and helping her husband work toward his dream job.  She 
thought she processed the loss, but now that life is stable, and her 
husband is always working, she begins to feel its full impact.  When 
an old boyfriend causes her to doubt her marriage, it takes the power 
of truth, close friends and heart choices for Jennalyn to resurface 
from the confusion.

Haven Makers #2 .........................................................................21.95

Unveiling the Past
Kim Vogel Sawyer
As newlyweds Sean and Meghan investigate the 20-years-past disap-
pearance of a husband and father, Meghan struggles to balance her 
work and and married life, and becomes terrified of failure.  As their 
search intertwines with her hunt for her own father, Meghan must 
become vulnerable with Sean as a true partner, while letting her heart 
be tender to God, the One who truly knows each life.
Author of Bringing Maggie Home ...................................................21.95

Heart of a Hero
Susan May Warren
Pediatric heart surgeon Dr. Aria Sinclair lives a lonely life, dedicated 
to helping children.  When she’s in the path of a hurricane in Key 
West, former SEAL Jake Silver jumps on a plane to rescue her.  He’s 
exciting and handsome, but also dangerous—and Aria’s already 
lost one person she loves.
Global Search & Rescue #2 ............................................................ 21.95

Crushing Depths
Dani Pettrey
When an accident claims the life of an oil-rig worker off the North 
Carolina coast, Coast Guard investigators Rissi and Mason discover 
mounting evidence that the death may not have been an accident at 
all, but perpetrated by an environmental activist.  As a tropical storm 
turns their way, they’re cut off from any rescue—and right where the 
killer wants them.
Coastal Guardians #2 ..........................................................................20.95

Don’t Keep Silent
Elizabeth Goddard
Rae Burke will do anything to find her missing sister-in-law, even if it 
means facing former DEA agent Liam McKade, a man who almost lost 
his life saving hers. When the reporter who blew his cover inserts herself 
back into his life, Liam is less than thrilled.  But Rae’s keen investigative 
skills have led her down the right path—and directly into the dragon’s 
mouth—leaving Liam no choice but to protect her.
Uncommon Justice #3  ..............................................................................20.95
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House That Love Built
Sarah Jackson with Scott Sawyer
Sarah Jackson once thought immigration justice was administered 
through higher walls and longer fences. Then she met an immigrant, 
and everything changed. As Sarah got to know fractured families and 
opened her heart and home to immigrants, she learned what it means 
to truly love our neighbor. ...........................................................................21.95

Pawverbs
Jennifer Marshall Bleakley
Like little fuzzy ambassadors, animals are a gift from God to point us to 
Himself.  From a black Lab with a rap sheet to a dog and dolphin who 
are best friends, these 100 short stories from teachers with paws present 
the godly wisdom of Proverbs in a whimsical way.
Author of Joey. 5.5x8.25” Softcover ........................................................22.95

Laugh Like a Kid Again
Phil Callaway
You’ve heard that laughter is the best medicine, but when reality hits, 
it can be difficult to muster joy.  Drawn from his personal experiences, 
these inspiring stories are rooted in God’s truth and deliver a dose of 
laughter and real, lasting hope in the midst of life’s toughest moments.
5.5x8.5” Softcover ..................................................................................20.95

Hope Heals 
Jay & Katherine Wolf
Everything changed in a moment when young wife Katherine suffered 
a massive stroke without warning. After surviving brain surgery, recov-
ery was uncertain, but hope remained.  As they struggled to regain life 
amidst continuing hardships, Katherine and Jay found what we all long 
for: a Christ-centered hope that heals the most broken place, our souls.
Over 100,000 copies sold.  Now in Softcover! ....................................23.95

Dream Big
Bob Goff
Be shaken into the version of your life you dreamed about before 
someone told you it was impossible.  Drawing from a lifetime of 
dreaming large, this practical blueprint will help you uncover the 
wild and exciting dream for your life, and help you take the steps 
necessary to achieve it.
Author of Love Does ..........................................................................23.95

Seeing Jesus from the East
Ravi Zacharias & Abdu Murray
We often view Jesus through a Western lens of reasoning and linear 
thought.  Capture a revitalized gospel message through an Eastern 
lens that incorporates story, honor, vivid imagery and more, and 
experience a fresh encounter with the living and restless Jesus.
5.5x8.5” Softcover ....................................................................... 19.95

C
hristian Living
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Box 142, 
Borden SK, S0K 0N0

(306) 997-2226
livingbooks@sasktel.net

www.LivingBooks.ca

Your Living Books Distributor is:

Book photo on front cover created by freepik

Amish Friends Farmhouse Favorites Cookbook
Wanda Brunstetter
Ever feel as famished as a farmer?  This collection of traditional Amish 
recipes for hearty meals—with full-color photos, tips and stories from 
real Amish cooks—offers great ideas for simple country cooking!
6x9” Spiral-Bound Softcover................................................................. 22.95

NIV Bible for Teens, Thinline
Teens can explore God’s Word any-
where they are with these on-the-go 
Bibles with attractive, contemporary 
covers.  Features red letters, presen-
tation page, ribbon marker, gilded 
page edges, and more.  Ages 13-18.  
Font size: 9
5.4x8.5” LeatherLike, Blue ....30.95 
5.4x8.5” LeatherLike, Pink ....30.95 
5.4x8.5” Hardcover, Floral ....30.95 

NIV

Choose Courage: 3-Minute Devotions for Men
David Sanford
180 brief devotions, each with a Scripture and prayer, chal-
lenging men to be bold in doing right in their families, 
workplaces, and communities.
4.25x6” Softcover ..................................................................... 6.95

Writing Joy on My Heart
Jean Fischer
Take a simple but powerful Scripture memory journey, by focusing on 
one of six key memory verses that celebrate joy each week. Features 
daily devotions, memorization tips, and six beautiful full-color tear-out 
memory verse cards.

5x7” Softcover ..................................... 13.95

God is Good (All the Time) Devotional Journal
Many times God’s blessings are obvious.  But, where are 
they in the hard times?  These 125 readings, with prayers 
and ample journaling space, will remind you of God’s un-
failing love and promises through all life’s ups and downs.
7x9” Softcover with elastic closure ............................. 20.95

Start With a Prayer Guided Journal
JoAnne Simmons
Begin each day in conversation with God with this lovely 
guided journal featuring devotional prayers, Scriptures, 
journal prompts, and blank pages of journaling space. 
Features a two-color interior and ribbon marker.
6x8” Softcover, 224 pages ..........................................22.95


